A piece of the romantic countryside
Tuscany: Now you can own a part of a medieval Italian house for
60 000 euro. The village Borgo di Vagli wants Norwegian buyers.
According to Google Maps it takes two hours and thirteen minutes to get to the village Cortona in Tuscany from the
airport in Pisa. Included a detour, rush traffic, a Norwegian driver and heavy rain, the trip takes about tree hours.
After passing Cortona, the road swirls through wooded hills, passes the thousand year old Pierle Castle, in the
direction of the tiny little medieval village Borgo di Vagli about 500 meters above the sea. It is easy to understand
why the village was deserted during the Second World War, considered the extremely steep and narrow road.
- Since we started renovating Borgo di Vagli, we have had only one accident on this road. The accident
happened six years ago, before the road was improved, sais Bianca who welcomes us in Borgo di Vagli.
Bought and built a village
Borgo di Vagli was deserted for over fifty years. In 1991 Fulvio Di Rosa, an engineer, discovered the village and
bought the entire village. After battling the local administration for a good many years to get permission, he spent
ten years rebuilding and restoring the village. In 2006 Borgi di Vagli emerged all shiny and new. Well, not all new,
since the houses have been restored in their original 1300 century appearances.
- In my business it is important to have your own ”signature”, but it is impossible to see that Fulvio
Di Rosa rebuilt this village. I have copied everything from the original 1300 century traditions, sais the
humble village owner.
Now he sells the ten village houses to foreigners in love with Tuscany. He has arranged for a co owning solution.
Every house has ten shares.
- People do not want to pay a fortune for a place they spend about two weeks every year. That is why we came
up with the idea of co owning.
- You mean timeshare?
- No, this is NOT timeshare! calls Di Rosa.
- In Borgo di Vaglia you do not buy time. You buy a share in the actual property, and you own that share for the
rest of your life, if that is your wish. You can let friends or children use the place or you can sell your share, let it be
inherited or give it to a friend. If the market goes down, the value of the share goes down as well. You can also, in
contradiction to the timeshare model, come as often as you like.
Wants Norwegian buyers
Since he finished renovating the village in the fall of 2006, Di Rosa has sold 63 out of the total 100
shares in Borgo di Vagli. The majority has been Americans and Englishmen. Now he would like
Norwegians to buy.
– We started out with the Americans since they already know the concept ”fractional ownership”, but then the
dollar went so low it became a problem to them, sais Di Rosa.
- What about the Italians?
- Italians are not ready for the countryside. They prefer to spend their vacation in Portofino, Capri or New York;
places with fashion stores and where they can be ”seen”.
– Why do you want Norwegians in particular, why not Danish and Swedes?
– We do not think they have the kind of money the Norwegians have, the village owner admits.
The arrangement
The price of the units is about 60 000 euro, which equals 475 000 Norwegian kroners. Then you get a share in a
house with one bedroom. If you want two bedrooms the price is 92 500 euro (NOK 735 000). In 2006 the prices
were 48 500 and 60 000 respectively.
- If you want to buy your own house in Tuscany, the prices are 500 – 600 000 euro at a minimum,
sais Di Rosa. Head of Sales, Lee Cogher, adds:
- Here you don’t have to worry about maintenance or if the fridge should brake down.
You pay yourself out of these worries with a yearly fee of 18 000 kroners (one bedroom) or 22 600 kroners (two
bedrooms).
Every year shareowners can make a wish for three weeks the forthcoming year. After that weeks are assigned
to all the owners. Free weeks are up for grab by any of the owners during the entire year.
- Some people spend nine to ten weeks here each year, sais Di Rosa.
The medieval houses have terracotta floors, beams in the ceiling and they are fully furnished. Besides the ten
holiday residences Borgo di Vagli has a pool, a small supermarket with a limited selection of groceries, a reception
and a restaurant fitting 36 guests. Dinner is served every evening at 20.00 and is cooked on an open fire.
Adventures in Cortona

Borgo di Vagli is not a place for people who want action. Besides visiting the only restaurant in the village, you
can read a book, watch the birds, try to pet the almost tame fox living there, observe nature and the Pierle Castle,
or go for a walk.
– The majority of the shareholders are from 45 to 55 years old, Di Rosa tells us.
If you want to experience more, you can drive for half an hour to Cortona, a city of 3 000 inhabitants. Cortona
has narrow streets and stair ways and is a charming village. There are plenty of restaurants, gourmet food stores
carrying wine and olive oils, there are art galleries and antic shops.
You can buy a piece of the local Pecorino cheese, beautiful homemade textiles from the well known Tuscany
based Busatti or visit the Molesini wine shop. Here you can find every Italian wine. Do you want something local –
from the Cortona area - there is that too. Cortona is known for its Syrah production, and Il Bosco 2004 from
Tenimenti Luigi d'Alessandro is a hot tip.
Wine and good food should not be a problem. The question is if you dare driving a car on those medieval roads.
Lena S. Falck
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Borgo di Vagli
1) Newly renovated medieval village in Tuscany
2) Consists of four one bedroom houses and six two bedrooms houses
3) The houses are for sale as fractional ownerships, ten shares in each house
4) Prices: NOK 475.000 (one bedroom) and NOK 735.000 (two bedrooms)
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THE FRONTS ARE KEPT IN THEIR ORIGINAL DESIGN: But in the inside the medieval houses have modern comfort.
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SOMETHING TO GRAB A HOLD ON …: This is what Borgo di Vagli looked like when Fulvio Di Rosa bought the village.
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ROMANTIC AND GREAT VIEW: But Borgo di Vagli is not for action-seeking tourists.
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ROMANTIC AND GREAT VIEW: You can see the 1 000 year old Pierle Castle from the village.
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«BIG CITY»: Cortona is a 30 minutes drive away and there you can find restaurants and you can shop whatever
your heart desires.
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GO NATURE: A half way tame fox lives in Borgo di Vagli.
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Bought residence without seeing it
first
Harald D. Kobbe is a lawyer living in Bergen. He bought his share in
Borgo di Vagli without seeing it first.
– My wife and I travel to Borgo di Vagli for the first time the 28th of June, sais Kobbe, who is CEO at the Kluge law
firm.
– Does a lawyer really dare to buy something in Italy without even seeing it first?
– Yes, I thought the project looked really solid and also the owner and engineer behind it, Fulvio Di
Rosa, is a highly regarded renovator in Italy.
Kobbe and his wife are in love with Italy, and considered buying their first holiday residence here. After checking
the prices they found it too expensive. Then this magazine add came along showing Borgo di Vagli and after some
research they bought a share in 2007.

Checked the juridical legitimacy
The lawyer investigated the juridical legitimacy thoroughly. Among other things he ran the project with Kluge’s
own tax department.
– It is certainly a legitimate project. The village is owned by a foundation which is managed by Isle
of Man, a trust company. The only beneficiaries are the owners themselves. There is no opportunity for
anyone to buy all the shares and build a hotel. In addition the foundation is quite over capitalized, sais
Kobbe.
– So the negative reputation of timeshare has not frightened you?
– No, and the reason why is in Borgo di Vagli you are a coo owner and you own it for life if that is what you
want. With the timeshare model you most likely only buy it for a limited amount of time.
Several trips a year
During his first visit he wishes to hike in the area and see all the birds. The trip also includes a visit to Rome for
a few days.
– In addition to our vacation in June, we plan to visit again this fall and next spring. We also talked about
spending New Years Eve there. We wouldn’t have used it more if we owned our own house in Tuscany.
– Fulvio Di Rosa wants more Norwegian buyers. What are your thoughts on that?
– [Laughs]. We don’t mind other Norwegians coming as well. The concept only attracts nice people whom I
would like to share a glass of wine. At least that is my opinion, sais Kobbe.
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THE FIRST NORWEGIANS: Camilla Martens, Harald S. Kobbes daughter, and her husband Thomas Dolven were the
first members of the family who visited Borgo di Vagli. – Fantastic, the two of them comments
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From olive fields to stockfish
Fulvio Di Rosa has renovated many villages in Tuscany. Now he has set
his mind on Norwegian fisherman’s shacks.

A small man, looking very much like Julio Iglesias, with his red glasses hanging from a string around his neck, is
coming towards us. It is Fulvio Di Rosa, the Italian engineer well known for his work renovating old houses.
The fall of 2006 Di Rosa finished ten years of renovating the Tuscan medieval village of Borgo di Vagli. He
took care of all the details himself, both outside and inside the houses. Di Rosa picked furniture, knifes, forks and
even towels.
– I’m quite a dictator. I work alone and make all the decisions. It is the best way to achieve a feeling
of wholeness, sais the engineer with a disarming smile.
Worked with Niemeyer
When he finished his education 25 years old, he moved to Brazil where he worked for one of the top people
within international modern architecture, Oscar Niemeyer (famously known for planning Brasilia).
– I was about to make a corporate building in Toronto. Originally I suggested Alvar Aalto as collaboration
partner, but he died. So therefore I left for Brazil and made the building together with Niemeyer, tells Di Rosa.
He stayed in Brazil from 1975 to 1983 and has since then worked in Tuscany. Among many things he
has worked big projects like the 1,5 million square meter city development project, the renovation of a
palace in Montepulciano and Frances Mayes’ home, the writer of ”Under the Tuscan Sun”.
– How come you bought an entire village?
– Borgo di Vagli is my fourth village! I got the idea in 1984. It seemed strange at the time to by a village, but it
turned out to be a really great idea, sais Di Rosa.
The first three villages he bought, renovated and sold off one by one. In his last project he arranged for
fractional ownership.
– Earlier the houses were sold for peanuts, but the prices today prohibits me from selling them. The first unit I
sold for 700 euro per square meter, and today the price is 8000 euro p.s.m. Therefore I had to come up with a
smart solution, he explains.
Fisherman’s shacks next?
– What will you do when you’re finished in Borgo di Vagli?
– I need ruined buildings to work, and ruins are expensive now a day, sais the engineer. Now I’m
out of work, he sais laughing.
– But I seriously consider exporting the fractional ownership model. Why not fisherman’s shacks? I’m not
kidding! sais Di Rosa when he sees our reaction.

– You really are depending on great architectural work and of the market, but there should be a market. You
just have to find the right people, sais the Italian, who has traveled quite some in Norway, also in Lofoten.
So if you see Julio Iglesias wearing red glasses walking among fisherman’s shacks, you know why.
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LOFOTEN NEXT? Engineer and renovating expert Fulvio Di Rosa worked together with world famous architect Oscar
Niemeyer and renovated four Italian villages.
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